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Three-wave mixing of ordinary and backward electromag-
netic waves in a pulsed regime is investigated in the metama-
terials that enable the coexistence and phase-matching of
such waves. It is shown that the opposite direction of phase
velocity and energy flux in backward waves gives rise to
extraordinary transient processes due to greatly enhanced op-
tical parametric amplification and frequency up- and down-
shifting nonlinear reflectivity. The differences are illustrated
through comparison with the counterparts in ordinary,
co-propagating settings. © 2016 Optical Society of America
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Advances in nanotechnology have made possible the engineer-
ing of the metamaterials (MMs) that support optical backward
electromagnetic waves (BEMWs). Counterintuitively, energy
flux and phase velocity are contra-directed in BEMWs. Such
waves may exist only in a certain frequency range dependent
on particular MMs whereas only ordinary EMWs propagate
outside the backward wave (BW) frequency band. The emer-
gence of optical BEMWs gives rise to revolutionary break-
throughs in linear photonics and its applications, such as
sub-wavelength resolution and cloaking, which are not possible
with ordinary optical EMWs [1]. This justifies studies on non-
linear-optical (NLO) techniques for excitation and control of
BEMWs. Exciting possibilities were predicted in nonlinear
photonics, such as huge enhancements in wave mixing through
implementation of a BEMW as one of the coupled waves
(see [1–3] and references therein). Extraordinary enhancement
in coherent energy transfer from the ordinary pump waves to
contra-propagating BEMWs at different frequencies can be
employed for compensating losses inherent to BEMWs in
plasmonic MMs and to broaden a spectrum of achievable

BEMWs and their use in photonics. Among them are
ultracompact optical parametric amplifiers (OPAs) and cavity-
free optical parametric oscillators (OPOs); modulators and
all-optically controlled, frequency up- and down-shifting
NLO reflectors; and sensors in optical and microwave ranges
of electromagnetic radiation [1–3].

Unparalleled properties of frequency mixing of ordinary
contra-propagating waves were predicted in the beginning of
the NLO era in the early 60s (see, e.g., [4] and references
therein). NLO coupling of counter-propagating ordinary optical
and acoustic waves was investigated in [5]. Extraordinary proper-
ties of photon-phonon coupling of two ordinary optical waves
and one backward optical phonon wave were investigated in
[6,7]. Parametric interaction of quasi-phase-matched counter-
propagating ordinary optical waves in periodically poled nonlin-
ear crystals was studied theoretically and experimentally in
[8–12]. A review of four-wave mixing of ordinary contra-
propagating waves in the context of optical phase conjugation
is given in [13]. As concerns BEMWs, the current mainstream
approach in engineering the MMs, which can support BEMWs,
is to craft the MMs composed of plasmonic mesoatoms, which
introduce negative μ and ε (negative-index MMs, NIMs) [1]. A
broader class of MMs, which can ensure a whole set of the
critically important NLO requirements—the coexistence and
phase-matching of ordinary waves and BEMWs, which satisfy
the energy conservation laws—was recently proposed in
[14–18] based on the negative spatial dispersion and nanowave-
guide operation regimes. Parametric interaction of ordinary and
BEMWs was realized in the microwave transmission lines
[19–21]. Miniaturization is intrinsic to MMs. Small NLO cou-
pling volume dictates intense pulse excitation, which justifies the
investigations described below. This Letter is to show fundamental
differences in transient regimes in the BW and ordinary three-
wave mixing (TWM) processes of the OPA and difference-
frequency generation initiated by the pulse with a sharp forefront.

A remarkable difference in TWM, ω1 � ω3 − ω2, in the
alternative cases of co- and contra-propagating waves at
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frequencies ω1 and ω2 [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)] is as follows. For
co-propagating EMWs coupled in an ordinary loss-free
material [Fig. 1(a)], a signal at ω2 grows as a2�L� ∼ exp�gL�.
However, this dependence dramatically changes to a2�L� ∼
1∕ cos�gL� in the case of Fig. 1(b) [22,23]. In the latter case,
an ordinary wave at ω2 propagates along the pump wave at ω3

whereas the phase matched idler at ω1 is a BEMW, which
propagates in the opposite direction. Here, a2 is the amplitude
of the transmitted signal wave, L is the thickness of the NLO
slab, and g is a factor proportional to NLO susceptibility and
to amplitude a3 of the pump wave at ω3. In the latter case,
the transmittance T 2 at ω2 (OPA) experiences extraordinary
enhancement as gL → π∕2. This value will be referred to as
the critical value. The output idler at ω1 contra-propagating
in the reflection direction experiences a similar huge inten-
sity-resonant enhancement. Such a “geometrical” resonance
dependence of the TWM output on L (or on g) occurs due
to the internal distributed NLO feedback, which is intrinsic
to the contra-propagating setting. The outlined resonance
dependence resembles resonance property of a cavity composed
of two mirrors as the cavity length L or wave vector kq approach
resonance values. The latter occurs as two coherent contra-
propagating waves meet each other to interfere destructively
on the mirrors. Oscillation resonances are known to cause
transient processes under pulsed excitation, which is the
behavior intrinsic to any oscillator.

This Letter is to demonstrate unparalleled transient proc-
esses in the BWOPA and in the NLO reflectivity in the vicinity
of the resonance intensities of the pump (control) field at ω3.
Such transients are extraordinary because they are not inherent
to the TWM of co-propagating waves in ordinary materials.
The outlined frequency-shifting NLO reflectivity also has no
analog in the case of ordinary co-propagating TWM settings.

Consider interaction of three electromagnetic waves
Ej�z; t� � Aj�z; t� expfi�ωjt − kjz�g (j � 1; 2; 3) in a medium
slab of length L with quadratic nonlinearity χ�2�. Wave vectors
of all waves are codirected along the axis z. The relations
ω3 � ω1 � ω2, k3 � k1 � k2, and �A3 > A1; A2� are as-
sumed to have been met. After introducing amplitudes
ej �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffijεjj∕kj
p

Aj, aj � ej∕e30, coupling parameters æ �ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k1k2∕jε1ε2j

p
4πχ�2�eff and g � æA30, where ε1 and ε2 are di-

electric permittivity of the medium at the corresponding
frequencies, Aj0 � Aj�z � 0�, equations for electric compo-
nents of waves in the approximation of slowly varying ampli-
tudes can be written as follows:
8<
:

∂a1∕∂z � �1∕v1�∂a1∕∂t � −s1�iga3a�2 � �α1∕2�a1�;
∂a2∕∂z � �1∕v2�∂a2∕∂t � −iga3a�1 − �α2∕2�a2;
∂a3∕∂z � �1∕v3�∂a3∕∂τ � −iga1a2 − �α3∕2�a3:

(1)

Here, αj are absorption indices and vj are group velocities at
the corresponding frequencies. For an ordinary wave at ω1

[Fig. 1(a)], v1 > 0, s1 � 1. For BW at ω1 [Fig. 1(b)],
v1 < 0, s1 � −1. Quantities jajj2 are proportional to the time
dependent photon fluxes; g−1 is a characteristic slab length re-
quired for significant NLO energy transfer from the pump field
A3 to the signal at ω2 and to the idler at ω1. In the case of
Fig. 1(a), the boundary conditions are defined as a10 � 0,
a20 � u. In the case of Fig. 1(b), they change for a1L � 0
and a20 � u, here u ≪ a30. It is readily seen, e.g., for the ulti-
mate case of the continuous wave (CW) regime and αj � 0,
that the indicated changes give rise to the fundamental trans-
formation of the solution to the coupled Eq. (1) and to the
appearance of the outlined geometrical resonance instead of ex-
ponential dependence [22].

We introduce the transmission (OPA) factor T 2 �
ja2L�t�∕a20j2 and the NLO reflectivity factor R1 �
ja10�t�∕a20j2. Basically, two different regimes are possible.
In the first one, the input pump A30 is a semi-infinite rectan-
gular pulse and the input signal is a CW (A20 � const). In
the opposite case, the pump is a CW and A20 is a semi-
infinite rectangular pulse. First, consider the case of
v3 � v2 � −v1 � v. The shape of a semi-infinite pulse with
a sharp front edge traveling with group velocity v along the axis
z is given by function F�t� � f1 − tanh��z∕v − t�∕tf �g∕2,
where parameter tf determines its edge steepness. In the
following numerical simulation, it is taken equal to
tf � 0.05Δt , where Δt � L∕v3 is a travel time of the funda-
mental pulse front edge through the slab. In the first case,
a30�t� � a30F �t�, a20 � const: In the second case,
a20�t� � a20F �t�, a30 � const: Here, aj0 is a maximum pulse
amplitude magnitude at the slab entrance. The solution to
Eq. (1) was obtained through numerical simulations.

Figure 2(a), the solid line, depicts the output signal at the
slab exit (z � L) for the case of co-propagating ordinary waves,
and the dashed line is for the case of a BW setting. It is seen that
any changes in the output signal occur only after the travel
period, both in the ordinary and BW regimes. For the case
of the pulsed input pump and CW input signal, the output
signal experiences amplification when the forefront of the
pump pulse reaches the exit. For the co-propagating settings,
the shape of the signal pulse almost follows the shape of the

Fig. 1. Two alternative coupling options are (a) co-propagating
waves and (b) contra-propagating signal and BW idler waves. Here,
k⃗j are wave vectors and S⃗j are Poynting vectors.

Fig. 2. (a) Difference in the transient processes under ordinary (the
solid lines) and BW (the dashed lines) settings. T 2�t� is the transmis-
sion (OPA) of the codirected seeding signal at the forefront area of the
output signal pulse. (b) Difference in the transient processes in T 2�t�
and in nonlinear-optical reflectivity R1�t� (contra-propagating gener-
ated idler) for the case of the pulsed input signal and CW pump. (a)
and (b): −v1 � v2 � v3 � v, αj � 0, gL � 0.984π∕2.
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pump pulse. However, in the BW setting, the pulse shape
changes dramatically in the vicinity of the resonance intensity
of the pump wave, which corresponds to gL � π∕2. The signal
growth occurs slower; the output signal maximum is greater
and is reached with significant delay. Figure 2(b) compares
the transmitted signal at z � L and the idler at z � 0 traveling
in the reflection direction for the case of the pulsed input signal
and the CW pump. It takes a travel time of Δt for the signal
pulse to appear at z � L, whereas the idler is generated
immediately after the pulse enters the slab. Hence, unlike
the transmittance, the transients in the reflectivity are the same
for the pulsed signal and pulsed pump modes. Figures 2(a) and
2(b) show that differences in OPA for the cases of the pulsed
signal and the pulsed pump disappear after a period of time
of about Δt , whereas the reflectivity and OPA develop in a
similar way after a period of time of about 2Δt .

Figure 3 depicts a more extended period of time. It dem-
onstrates the rise time and the maximum OPA increase
approaching the resonance strength of the pump field. It
also demonstrates the fundamental difference between the rise
periods and the eight-order difference in maxima achieved
in the ordinary and BW TWM. It appears that calculated
data can be approximated by the exponential dependence
T 2�t� � A�1 − exp�−�t − Δt�∕τ��2 (the solid lines), where
the rise time τ grows approximately as 1∕ cos�gL� in the vicinity
of the intensity resonance. For example, at gL � 0.996π∕2,
the fitting values are A � 2.99 · 104, τ � 109.9Δt. The short
initial period (Fig. 2) is not resolved here. As outlined above,
the transient processes in the OPA and in the NLO reflectivity
are similar through the given time period.

Distributed NLO feedback gives rise to significant enhance-
ment of the OPA and to depletion of the fundamental wave
at gL > π∕2. The latter leads to the stationary regime and
to the decrease of the transient period (Fig. 4). As seen from
Fig. 4(b), the delay of the output signal maximum relative to
the pump maximum may reach impressive values on the order
of hundreds of travel periods Δt. Maximum delay is reached
at gL � π∕2.

Absorption causes change in the delay time. For the case of
the CW and neglected depletion of the pump, parameter g must
be replaced by g eff �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g2 − �α1 � α2�2∕16

p
[23]. Hence, losses

shift themaximumdelay to gL > π∕2 as seen in Figs. 5 and 6(a).
The transient period increases with the decrease of the group

velocities (in the slow light regimes) as shown in Fig. 6(b).

Figures 7(a) and 7(b) depict dependence of the transient proc-
esses at the forefront of the output signal on the dispersion of
group velocities. Figure 7(a) shows that the forefront of the out-
put signal becomes steeper if it outruns the pump pulse.
Figure 7(b) demonstrates that the pulse forefront also becomes
steeper with an increase of the group velocity for the idler.

In the conclusion, we report extraordinary transient proc-
esses in optical parametric amplification and in the fre-
quency-shifting NLO reflectivity. They originate from the
TWM where one of the coupled waves travels against others.
An example is investigated where the signal and the pump are
ordinary co-propagating waves and the idler is the contra-
propagating BW. Phase-matching is assumed achieved, i.e.,
all waves travel with the same phase velocities. The reference
is given to the works showing how such a requirement can
be satisfied. The energy flux (the group velocity) and the phase
velocity are counter-directed in the BW. In this case, the phase-
matching dictates energy flux in the BW (here, in the idler) to
be directed against those in the pump and signal, i.e., in the
reflection direction. Such coupling geometry gives rise to
greatly enhanced coherent energy transfer from the pump to
the signal and to the contra-propagating idler. We show that
the enhanced coupling causes the transient processes in the
TWM that have no analogs in the case of co-propagating cou-
plings. Two options are investigated where the input pump
is pulsed, whereas the input signal is a CW and vice versa.
For the sake of explicitness, the ultimate case is investigated
of a semi-infinite pulse with a sharp rectangular forefront enter-
ing a metamaterial slab. In both cases, the contra-propagating

Fig. 3. Dependence of the transient OPA on the intensity of the
pump field. The dashed line shows the TWM of co-propagating
waves. Points correspond to ordinary signal and contra-propagating
idler. The solid lines depict approximation of the transient OPA by the
function T 2�t��Af1−exp�−�t −Δt�∕τ�g2. −v1�v2�v3�v, αj�0.

Fig. 4. (a) Shape of the signal forefront in transparent material at
pump intensities above the critical input value gL � π∕2.
(b) Dependence of the transient period τ on the maximum intensity
of the pump field. −v1 � v2 � v3 � v, αj � 0.

Fig. 5. Effect of absorption on the transient OPA for two different
intensities of the pump field. −v1�v2�v3�v. α1 � α2 � α3 � α.
(a) gL � 0.984π∕2. (b) gL � 1.3π∕2.
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signal and idler, which exit the metaslab from the opposite
sides, also appear as semi-infinite pulses, however, with the fore-
front significantly different from that of the input pulse. The
results are contrasted by comparing the similar processes in the
ordinary materials under standard settings where all coupled
waves are co-propagating. The effects of changing the pump
intensity, material absorption, and group velocity dispersion
on the transient processes are investigated.

The major conclusions are as follows. There exists resonance
value of the input pump intensity, which depends on the non-
linear susceptibility and on the thickness of the metaslab.
Indicated extraordinary resonance provides giant enhancement
in the three-wave coupling. Consequently, great enhancement
occurs in optical parametric amplification of the signal and in
the oppositely directed idler (in the frequency up- or down-
shifted reflectivity). Such effect does not exist in the ordinary
optical parametric amplification in the case of all codirected
energy fluxes, where the indicated reflectivity does not exist
at all. In the vicinity of the resonance intensity, extraordinary
transient processes develop, which cause a change in the out-
put-pulse shapes and a significant delay of their maximums.
The latter is not the case under a co-propagating setting.
The closer the pump intensity approaches the resonance
value, the longer the transient period becomes. The delay in
the output-pulse maximums relative to the input ones may
occur up to several hundred times longer than the travel time
of the fundamental pulse through the metaslab. A difference
between the case of the input pulse pump and the case of
the input pulse signal disappears after the time period of about
the travel time for the fundamental pulse. The reflected pulse

begins to develop immediately after the pump or the seeding
pulse edges enter the slab, whereas the pulse in the amplified
signal begins to form with the delay of about the travel time.
The depletion of the pump at the input intensities above the
resonance value causes a decrease in the rise time, which, there-
fore, has a maximum as a function of the input pulse intensity.
Losses cause the shift of the maximum delay time to higher
input pump intensities. The dispersion in the modules of
the group velocities causes changes in the transient processes
as well, which significantly depend on the particular difference
between the group velocities of the coupled pulses.

The outlined coupling scheme and the revealed unparalleled
properties must be accounted for at creation of advanced
all-optically controlled optical amplifiers, filters, modulators,
reflectors, and sensors implementing BEMWs. Similar
processes are anticipated for the TWM of the ordinary contra-
propagating waves achievable in crystals through quasi-phase-
matching [8–12] and for the optical phase conjugation [13].
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Fig. 6. (a) Effect of absorption on the transient period.
gL � 1.0218π∕2, −v1 � v2 � v3 � v, α1 � α2 � α, α3 � 0.
(b) Dependence of duration of the transient period in the TWM
on the group velocities of the coupled waves and on their dispersion.
αj � 0, gL � 0.996π∕2.

Fig. 7. Dependence of the transient TWM on the forefront of the
output pulses on dispersion of group velocities of the coupled waves.
gL � 0.996π∕2, αj � 0. (a) −v1 � v3. (b) v2 � v3.
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